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There’s a trend in recent mainstream media’s reporting on commercial insurance coverage
disputes that is causing considerable frustration in the underwriting and brokering
community.
In referring to the Mondelez/Zurich coverage dispute over losses from the NotPetya attack,
for example, reporters keep referring to Mondelez’s coverage as “cyber insurance,” when it is
more accurately described as a property policy that had some cyber coverage bolted onto it.
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After a well-meaning insurance professional posted the mainstream media’s latest attempt to
cover cyber insurance on LinkedIn, the messaging and networking platform lit up with
comments from frustrated cyber insurance specialists who believe many media outlets are
conflating terms and misrepresenting their products.
“Finally, as more (and more damaging) cyber attacks appear to be directed by national
governments or their proxies, what is the point of having cyber insurance if such attacks are
excluded from coverage? This is the question that many clients will ask themselves if the
insurers win these two cases. In other words, a tactical victory for the insurers could spawn a
strategic defeat,” said one Slate article.
Cyber underwriters are begging reporters to use correct terms to describe their product, but
the reporters aren’t listening. The policy in question in the Mondelez case is a property policy
with a bolted-on cyber element; it is not a stand-alone cyber policy, which carries a much
higher premium and is more robust.
“I literally wrote the article’s author asking if I could educate him on what a cyber insurance
policy is and explaining the importance of not conflating that product with traditional P&C
products that may have some incidental coverage. No response yet. I think the media is in
love with the byline that cyber insurance doesn’t work, accurate or not. This kind of coverage
drives me nuts,” wrote one underwriter in a LinkedIn post.
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“To me, these cases should bring to the forefront the difference between cyber liability
insurance and ‘cyber as a peril’ on other lines of coverage (property, GL, auto, comp, etc.)”
said another insurance professional.
“I think the cyber liability market is prepared for these attacks and is more than willing to
respond (many carriers paid out numerous NotPetya related claims), conversely I think the
other property and casualty lines are generally not fully prepared for fielding claims and
paying losses for cyber as a peril,” he continued.
In our March coverage of cyber risks and the cyber insurance market, we quoted Aon’s
Stephanie Snyder on this confusion, which she referred to as the “bane of her existence.”
“What is interesting about Mondelez/Zurich is that it is a property policy. The issue at hand
is a war exclusion,” said Snyder. “We have not yet seen coverage denials under cyber
insurance policies related to war exclusions. We have seen over time certain denials, but
those were due to basic insurance issues” either involving misinformation contained within
the application or late reporting issues, she added.

“Even going back to 2018 there has been this ongoing challenge of misrepresentations about
what cyber coverage does and does not do,” Snyder told Risk & Insurance® in a more recent
interview.
And still the drumbeat of misinformation goes on.

Continued Mis-Coverage
Yet another piece, this time from the New York Times, similarly made a muddle of the
difference between a property policy with a bolted-on cyber element and a stand-alone cyber
insurance policy, which is generally a much more robust coverage.
Here is what one commentator had to say after reading that piece. He thinks, by the way, that
Zurich will end up paying on the policy: “Zurich provides cyber insurance policies and could
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have recommended that Mondelez buy one of them, which would have covered this type of
NotPetya event,” he said.
“Mondelez decided to rely upon an addition to their property policy without really making it
fully comprehensive. My guess is that Mondelez knew of the existence of cyber insurance
policies but did not want to pay the additional premium. Zurich’s property underwriters
wanted to keep a client happy and added cyber wording to their property policy without
broadly understanding the consequences,” he added.
“Now that an unexpected claim has occurred, Zurich property underwriters have seized on a
war exclusion. I suspect that Mondelez may actually get the benefit of the insurance, because
the difficulties in proving that Russia is behind the attack are significant. If that is so, the
premise behind the article that they did not get benefit of the insurance bargain will turn out
not to be true,” he said.
“However, any insurance policy worth its premium should pay without the need for litigation
and so insurers should be clear when they are extending their non-cyber insurance policies to
cover cyber risks,” he said.
“Cyber insurance is not necessarily an end-all-be-all for all things digital,” Aon’s Snyder said.
“It is really incumbent on risk managers to understand what their risk profile is and insure it
appropriately. If they are concerned about cyber risk, a cyber insurance policy is the most
robust type of coverage available to address cyber risk exposures,” she said.
“We are seeing a ton of interest in the business interruption components of coverage.”
The post commentator, who happens to work in the insurance industry, added,
“Sophisticated companies like Mondelez might want to be wary of the bolt-on solution when
a more expensive dedicated solution is available.”
As it relates to insurance in general, whether it be a homeowners’ policy, an auto policy or a
property policy, the media’s take tends to be, ‘Insurance didn’t pay on the claim, therefore
insurance companies are evil.’ But the truth is more nuanced than that.

The Takeaway
The issue here is perhaps one of perception, which also showcases the difficulties in
providing coverage for a rapidly expanding risk capable of generating big losses.
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As a provider of capital to cover losses, insurance carriers are in the unenviable position of
seeing their learning curve, and the learning curve of their insureds as it relates to cyber
insurance, playing out in the court of public opinion.
Tighter terms and a better understanding of how insurance can respond to cyber events will
result. Carriers just need to manage a public relations challenge in the interim.
As to the take up of the stand-alone product, Snyder estimates that 30% to 40% of
organizations do purchase a stand-alone cyber insurance policy.
“The remainder do not, they are still relying on these more traditional property/casualty
policies, which may be silent relative to cyber risks, meaning that there is no affirmative
coverage grant — or exclusion — relative to cyber,” she said.
“Bolt-on coverage doesn’t necessarily get you that affirmative coverage guarantee if there is
no other clarifying policy language,” Snyder said. “When you look at cyber policies, cyber
policies have indemnified for the NotPetya loss.”
By: Dan Reynolds | April 25, 2019
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